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Abstract
Bioinformatics has seen an extreme data growth in later years due to the reduction in cost per megabase of sequencing, which today is around 1/400,000th
of the cost in 2001. This reduction in cost enables new types of studies, such
as searching for novel enzymes in marine environments using metagenomic
approaches. However, it also leads to an increase in volume of data, which shifts
overall cost from sequencing to analysis and data management. In addition,
the data growth means that the analysis must move from personal computers
to cluster, cloud and supercomputer infrastructure, which further complicates
data management and processing.
This increase in data volume applies to both raw data produced as well
as the size of reference databases. These reference databases are used in
analysis to e.g. compare sequences to all the known sequences, so larger
reference databases provide more accurate results. However, this increase in
analysis accuracy also increases the volume of both input data and reference
databases, which further increases analysis cost as well as the complexity of
data management and processing.
In this dissertation, we examine the challenge of data management, particularly how existing bioinformatics analysis pipelines can reduce the runtime
and hence the cost of analysis through a better data management approach.
We provide the file-based distributed data materialization (FDDM) approach
and realize it as the GeStore system to provide data management for real-world
bioinformatics pipelines. The commonly used bioinformatics analysis frameworks do not provide efficient large-scale data management, in particular,
updating analysis results with updated reference databases and reproducing
previously computed results are costly and time-consuming. Technologies such
as distributed databases and processing systems can efficiently process large
amounts of data, but such systems are not straightforward to integrate with
existing bioinformatics workflows since these workflows typically comprise
legacy tools that are costly and time-consuming to port to new frameworks.
Our approach bridges the gap between these by providing a simple file-based
interface that makes it simple to integrate workflows using legacy tools with
modern distributed databases and data processing frameworks.
We show the need for such a system through an evaluation of the tools of a
bioinformatics pipeline that is provided as a data analysis service. Our results
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show that the runtime of many of the most computationally intensive tools in
the pipeline scale approximately linearly with input data size, so that runtime
can be reduced by limiting the volume of data. We evaluate our implementation
of the FDDM model using synthetic- and application benchmarks. Our results
show that our implementation stores data efficiently with regards to storage
space, and retrieves data quickly. We can therefore increase the speed of
updates by up to 14 times. We integrate GeStore with three different workflow
managers to demonstrate how popular workflow managers can easily use the
FDDM approach.
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1
Introduction
The past few years have transformed biology into a data science [1], as new
instruments are producing data that require more complex data analysis. In
both commercial and life science fields, new data sources and instruments
such as sequencing machines are producing rapidly increasing amounts of
data, as seen in figure 1.1. This development has led to growth in the size
of reference databases, which are collections of the current knowledge in
bioinformatics, as well as input data. Data management and processing has
become a major limitation of existing biological data analysis frameworks. As
a result, more and more analysis projects have to expand or redesign their
analysis pipelines to support efficient distributed large-scale data management
and processing.
This development has led to the emergence of three core challenges in
bioinformatics: (i) Data management that enables efficient processing of large
amounts of data in a way that ensures reproducibility of experiments, while
enabling researchers to update experiments when reference databases are
updated without the cost of a full update. (ii) The need to use unmodified
tools for analysis, since it would require a large effort in keeping modified
tools updated. (iii) Efficiently utilizing infrastructures such as clusters, cloud
and supercomputers to provide the required I/O throughput, elasticity and
scalability to analyze data quickly and cost-efficiently.
Existing systems solve some of these challenges, the following systems
represent data management approaches currently in use in bioinformatics.
The Galaxy workflow manager [2] manages data sets, but does not support
distribution of the data beyond network file systems (NFS), and does not
3
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Figure 1.1: Growth of data in the UniProtKB reference database, the dip in early 2015
is due to the removal of redundant proteomes.

enable efficient distributed data management. The ADAM genomics pipeline
[3] and the genomics pipeline described in [4], integrate the entirety of the
pipeline with respectively the Spark [5] and MapReduce [6] frameworks. They
also use distributed storage, but require re-implementation of the pipeline in
their respective framework, which conflicts with the need to not modify legacy
tools.
We propose the file-based distributed data materialization (FDDM) model
for large-scale data management for biological data analysis frameworks. This
model is centered around the idea of file-based on-demand generation of
reference databases, input- and intermediate data. This model is based on five
core ideas: (i) a file-based interface ensures that no modifications to tools are
required; (ii) transparent incremental updates keep results up to date at low
cost; (iii) the ability to generate any previous version of reference databases
ensures reproducibility of analysis; (iv) simple query facilities enable filtering
of reference databases to reduce data volume; (v) building on existing largescale data processing systems allows this approach to utilize a wide range of
hardware.
We have implemented this model in the GeStore system. We have integrated
this system with three state of the art bioinformatics workflow managers. We
have evaluated the performance of one of these workflow managers with and
without GeStore. Our implementation provides up to a 14-time speedup in
analysis time for updating results with unmodified tools using incremental
updates. Query facilities allows researchers to tune reference databases to fit
the analysis, reducing execution time. Versioning ensures that experiments can
be performed with specific versions of reference databases.
Taking the long view, we also discuss the use of large-scale data management and processing systems in bioinformatics. As biological analysis grows
in complexity and data volume, we believe that the file-based distributed data
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materialization model used in GeStore will be increasingly important for efficient execution of production pipelines that provide up-to-date repeatable
results. In the remainder of this thesis, we investigate this, framed by the thesis
statement.
Thesis Statement: A data management approach based on the file-based
distributed data materialization model can be leveraged by existing bioinformatics
pipelines to reduce runtime, keep results up to date and maintain reproducibility.

1.1

Problems With Data Management in
Bioinformatics

The current state of the art does not adequately solve the challenges of data
management in bioinformatics.
Current popular biological data analysis frameworks such as Galaxy [2],
Taverna [7, 8], and scripts using the packages in Bioconductor [9] require the
user to manually maintaining and specifying reference database versions. In
addition, reference database updates typically require re-executing the analysis
for each metadata update. Such full updates increase the computational cost,
often to the point where reanalysis is not done.
Incremental update systems [10] for large-scale data [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]
maintain several versions of the experiment data compendia and reference
databases, and greatly reduce the cost of reanalysis by using incremental
updates that limits the computation to new and updated data. However, they
do not provide a transparent approach for adding incremental updates to
existing biological analysis workflows. Instead, they require either porting
applications to a specific framework (such as Dryad [17], MapReduce [6], or
Spark [5]) or implementing ad hoc scripts for input generation and output
merging.
Data warehouse approaches for biological data, such as Turcu et al [18], may
provide incremental updates for specific tools, but do not easily allow adding
new tools, nor integrating with biological data analysis frameworks
Data management in ad-hoc or script-based pipelines [19] often require
manual work to update data such as reference database versions. This process
is error-prone and requires a large effort from the pipeline maintainer.
A common issue is that the analysis of experimental data is inefficient due
to lacking query facilities. For example restricting the query space to a specific
biological kingdom or domain (e.g. human or marine) is not commonly supported in popular biological analysis pipelines [20, 21]. This leads to unneeded
data being included in the analysis, which again leads to increased analysis
time.

6
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Summarized, the above systems all have one or more of the following
issues:
1. Manual maintenance: Maintaining up-to-date compendia of reference
databases, input files and intermediate data is time-consuming for the
maintainer, in particular when the reference databases are frequently
updated.
2. Complicated integration: Integration between a pipeline manager and the
underlying data management system is work-intensive for the developer
if large changes are required in the workflow management system.
3. Inefficient filtering: Filtering data to reduce the scope of analysis is frequently done through stand-alone filtering tools, which increases processing time due to increased data shuffling on disk.
4. Requires changes to tools: Tools must be modified to accommodate a new
processing or storage framework, this leads to a sharp increase in the
amount of work required, since each pipeline may use tens of different
tools that are also updated periodically.

1.2

The File-based Distributed Data
Materialization Model (FDDM)

To solve the above issues, we propose the file-based distributed data materialization (FDDM) model. It bridges the gap between legacy biological analysis
tools and modern large-scale data management systems by leveraging these
systems on the back end, while presenting a simple file generation interface
to the workflow manager.
Previous systems are unsuited since commonly used workflow systems such
as Galaxy use files as the primary abstraction for data, while large-scale data
management systems such as Cassandra use tables as the primary abstraction
for data. The FDDM bridges this gap by providing a simple interface to generate
files from data in tables.
The features we have identified as particularly useful are
1. Incremental updates of results: Updating results through only updating
the relevant subsets of data reduces computational costs, we do this
through incremental updates.
2. Filtering of data: Removing unneeded data by only using specific data
groups reduces computational cost. We do this through the filtering
system.
3. On-demand generation of versioned reference databases: Reproducing experiments requires using the same version of reference databases. By

1.3
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producing these on demand, experiments can be reproduced on demand.
4. Provenance recording: Conserving provenance is needed to ensure reproducibility, we do this through automatically and uniquely identifying and
storing the data sets used in an experiment.
5. Post-processing of data with legacy tools: Incremental updates can introduce inaccuracies in the results due to a mismatch between the real
reference data size and the incremental data size. We facilitate this
through the plugin system.

1.3

Use of FDDM

We have integrated our implementation of FDDM, GeStore, with three workflow
managers, using three distinct approaches.
Direct Integration. Where we use a command-line interface for GeStore
to produce files for tools in the workflow manager. We used this approach for
a script-based META-pipe workflow manager [20]. Direct integration provides
transparency for the user while the workflow manager can utilize the features
of GeStore fully, but requires larger changes to the workflow manager than the
other two approaches.
File System Integration. Where we use an HDFS-like interface, so that
GeStore can serve as a distributed file system. This approach was used for the
Hadoop-based IMP pipeline [22]. This also enables the workflow manager to
control GeStore through path- and file names, and is well suited to workflow
manager that already use a distributed file system. The drawbacks of this
approach is that it is difficult to fully utilize the features of GeStore without
introducing further changes into the structure of the file storage, such as
changing directory structures and naming schemes.
Tool-based Integration. Where we integrate GeStore into a workflow as
a standalone tool executed before and after the other tools in the pipeline.
This approach was used for the Galaxy workflow manager [2]. This allows the
end-user full control over the use of GeStore, so that the use of the GeStore
features can be tailored to each pipeline. The drawbacks of this approach is
that the user is responsible for how GeStore is used, which requires the user
to have knowledge of how to use GeStore for a pipeline.

1.4

Summary of Results

Our performance evaluation of a real-world pipeline with and without GeStore,
shows the potential for large savings in analysis time, on the order of 14 times
speedup for monthly updates, when compared to updating results by re-running

8
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Figure 1.2: META-Pipe runtime for a full update, as well as a one-month and fivemonth incremental update. The focus here is on BLAST, which is the most
computationally expensive part of META-Pipe in this configuration.

experiments fully when reference databases are updated (figure 1.2).
Our evaluation of GeStore, where we investigate the performance characteristics of individual operations in GeStore, shows that the system has low
overhead, and fully utilizes the aggregate bandwidth in our cluster. It is held
back primarily by the post-processing required for some legacy tools, such as
converting reference databases to a binary format. In addition, we also demonstrate that the built-in caching functionality in GeStore can further reduce
overhead.
Our evaluation of a real-world pipeline, where we evaluate the scalability
on input data size of individual tools in the pipeline, shows that the largest
contributors to the runtime of the pipeline are tools that scale well with regards
to data size, and as such can benefit from using GeStore to reduce the volume
of data.
Our integration of GeStore and three real-world workflow managers, where
we have used three distinct approaches to enhance workflow managers with
support for GeStore, shows that integration can involve few lines of code (60300), and as such demonstrates that GeStore can be used easily in different
workflow managers.
Together, these results show that the GeStore system for data management
can be leveraged by existing bioinformatics pipelines to reduce runtime and
keep results up to date.
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Dissertation Plan

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the current
state of the art and challenges of data management in bioinformatics. Chapter 3
describes our approach to data management for bioinformatics and the GeStore
system. Chapter 4 details the different strategies used to integrate GeStore with
different legacy workflow managers and execution environments. We conclude
in chapter 5 and we finally outline future work in chapter 6.

2
Biological Data Analysis
Pipelines
In biology, data is typically analyzed by processing through a pipeline consisting
of tools, where the output of each tool serves as the input for the next tool. These
pipelines are created and managed in workflow managers, which also execute
the pipelines on diverse execution environments, such as supercomputers or
cloud infrastructure. Different types of data are used throughout the pipeline,
such as input-, reference-, intermediate-, and output data. Visualizations of
results, created from pipelines, are usually interpreted by domain-specific scientists [2]. We describe this approach briefly, with some details about the tools
used in this process in relation to data management and processing.
We have implemented one such pipeline in the form of META-pipe [20]¹,
which we use as a case study. We describe our experiences in the development
of this pipeline, and put it into a broader context within bioinformatics in
relation to data management. The META-pipe pipeline is motivated by (i) providing a specialized analysis pipeline for marine metagenomics² for national
and international users through the NeLS [29] and ELIXIR [30] projects, respectively; (ii) providing a pipeline that is used to create a marine reference
1. META-pipe was initially developed by Tim Kahlke, then improved by Espen Mikal Robertsen,
Inge Alexander Raknes, Giacomo Tartari and Aleksandr Agafonov.
2. Note that META-pipe is not exclusively used for marine metagenomics, but in the interest
of simplicity, we focus on marine metagenomics in this thesis.
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database. These use cases require a scalable and optimized pipeline, therefore
we have closely investigated the scalability and performance of tools, infrastructures and frameworks. The results of this evaluation are summarized in
this chapter.

2.1

Background

A computer system for analyzing biological data typically consists of four main
components: input data, reference databases (i.e. the databases used in the
analysis), a set of tools in a workflow, and finally output data for interactive
analysis. Biotechnology instruments such as short-read sequencing machines
produce the input data. The input data can also be downloaded from public
repositories such as GEO [31] and ENA [32]. There are hundreds of reference databases with human or machine curated meta-data extracted from the
published literature and analysis of experimental data [33]. The datasets and
databases range in size from megabytes to many terabytes.
A series of tools process the data in a pipeline where the output of one tool
is the input for the next tool. The data transformations includes file conversion,
data cleaning, normalization, and data integration. A specific biological data
analysis project often requires a deep workflow that combines many tools [4].
There are many libraries [2, 9, 34] with hundreds of tools, ranging from small,
user-created scripts to large, complex applications.
To summarize, the typical analysis of biological data involves the following
steps:
1. Retrieve the sample (e.g. collecting sediment from the sea floor).
2. Analyze the sample using specialized hardware (e.g. a sequencing machine).
3. Perform quality control on the data produced in analysis.
4. Run the data through a pipeline to produce the output data the researcher
wants.
5. Interpret the output data.

2.1.1 Workﬂow managers
The analyst specifies, configures, and executes the analysis pipeline using a
workflow manager [19]. The workflow manager provides a way of specifying
the tools and their parameters, management of data and meta-data, and execution of the tools. In addition, a workflow manager may enable data analysis
reproducibility by maintaining provenance data such as the version and parameters of the executed tools. It may also maintain the content of input data
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files, reference databases, output files, and possibly intermediate data.
A workflow manager may comprise a set of scripts run on a specific platform,
or a system that maps high-level workflow configuration to executable jobs
for many platforms. There are also managers [2, 7] that provide a graphical
user interface for workflow configuration, and a backend that handles data
management and tool execution.
The two most popular of these are Galaxy [35, 2] and Taverna [7, 8]. Both
provide intuitive interfaces, in which users can create their own pipelines as well
as tune parameters in a graphical interface. The server for Galaxy and Taverna
run on a single machine. If the lab does not use the fat server infrastructure
exclusively, jobs that are executed through the workflow manager are executed
on the infrastructure remotely.
In addition, many labs run pipelines through their own specialized workflow
managers [19]. The complexity and feature sets of these workflow managers
vary greatly. However, it allows the developers to provide a more streamlined
interface that is tailored to their pipeline.

2.1.2

Data Management

In this chapter, the following definitions for different types of data are used:
(i) Contextual data, which is information about the samples, such as where
and when they were collected; (ii) Meta-data, which includes provenance
information, and descriptions of machines and tools used, and (iii) Data, which
includes the input data, intermediate analysis data, and output data.
Typically in bioinformatics, data is managed by workflow managers by
packaging reference databases with tools, and versioning them together (such
as in [36]). This allows provenance to be preserved, as the tool version and
the reference database are uniquely identifiable, allowing the analysis to be
repeated at a later date. Contextual information is generally managed by the
user, with some exceptions (including the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA)
[32] that collects contextual data when the researcher submits data).
The intermediate data is sometimes presented to the user as part of the
optional output. Other times, the intermediate data is deleted as soon as it is
used by the next step in the pipeline as a means to save storage space. This is a
common tradeoff between how much storage space some results need, versus
how long it takes to compute those results.
Output data as well as metadata such as tool and database versions are
conserved for the user. It can be archived by the analysis service (such as ENA)
to enable future replication and comparisons to new experiments. The policy
for how long to keep this data, and if it is archived, is enforced by the workflow
manager or administrator of the service.
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Overview of Analysis Workﬂow

In this section, we give an overview of how data is typically collected, processed
and analyzed in biology in the context of metagenomics, from sampling to
visualization. We focus on the data management and analysis, and as such only
give a brief overview of the other steps involved.

2.2.1 Sampling
For many metagenomics studies, data analysis starts by collecting samples
that consist of soil, water or other media that contains living microorganisms
directly from the environment.
There are several standards for meta-data that should be recorded to
document metagenomic samples. M2B3 [37] gives an overview of the required
metadata annotations for metagenomic samples, such as how to record position,
collection equipment and environment.

2.2.2 Sequencing
Once the samples are collected, they are processed in the lab for isolation of
DNA and construction of sequencing libraries. The DNA libraries are sequenced
using sequencing machines, which range from small-scale sequencing machines
such as the 454 Sequencing GS Junior which produces up to 35 megabases per
run, to high-throughput machines such as the Illumina HiSeq X Ten, which
produces up to 1.8 terabases per run.
The sequencing machines usually include a pipeline, which is executed to
produce machine-readable FASTQ files, which contains the raw DNA sequence
as well as quality information, from the huge number of image files used
internally in the machine. These pipelines are vendor-specific, so the output
from the machines is relatively uniform and easy to manage.
The sequences that are the output from modern sequencing machines tends
to be quite short (such as the Illumina HiSeq X, which produces 2x150 base pair
reads). The short read length may be a challenge when attempting to classify
which gene or genome a sequence belongs to.
In addition to the output size and read length being different, each technology has its own peculiarities, such as "primer sequences", which may have to be
removed from the resulting sequences before they can be analyzed. The quality
of different parts of the reads may also vary, with some machines having a lower
confidence for each base pair at the start or the end of the sequence.
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2.2.3 Data Analysis
After the sequencing machines have generated the machine-readable reads,
these files are used as input to an analysis pipeline, which consists of a sequence
of tools, where the output of one tool acts as the input of the next. The METApipe pipeline is described in detail in section 2.3.1.
The stages of the pipelines vary by the analysis used, and even within
types of analysis. For example the EBI Metagenomics [38] pipeline differs from
META-pipe in that it does not do assembly of reads into longer contigs before
analysis.

2.2.4 Data Exploration
The results of the data analysis are interpreted by an analyst. The data is
visualized in a way that a human can interpret through software such as
METARep [39], Krona [40] and many others.
The visualization software is often integrated into the pipeline, so that the
output of the pipeline is visualized directly in addition to the machine-readable
analysis results.
Data interpretation and visualization is not a focus in this thesis, and
as such will not be discussed as part of the performance metrics or other
evaluations.

2.2.5 Data Archiving
When publishing results in biology, it is often a requirement that the data
is accessible, as well as the metadata and the output data from the analysis
pipeline [41].
The data used in the analysis is usually archived in repositories such as
ENA [32] after analysis is complete. This includes both the raw data, as well
as metadata and contextual data such as is described in section 2.1.2.
In this thesis, we have not focused on data archiving, since our focus is on
data management during analysis.

2.3

META-pipe

META-pipe is a pipeline for analyzing and annotating metagenomics data. It is
developed at the Center for Bioinformatics (Sf B) at UiT - The Arctic University
of Norway, as a part of the ELIXIR [30] project.
The goal of the META-pipe pipeline is to be the world-leading pipeline
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for marine metagenomics analysis, both functional and taxonomic. METApipe is currently deployed as a national service, and is being deployed as an
international service.
Previous analysis resources have demonstrated their usability for metagenomics data analysis, including EBI-Metagenomics [42, 43], MetagenomicsRapid Annotations using Subsystems technology (MG-RAST) [44] and Integrated Microbial Genomes and Metagenomes (IMG/M) [45]. However, these
are not developed for the marine metagenomics domain and do not offer the
extensive annotation options, flexibility and visualization needed to select interesting biological targets for further investigation. In particular, there is a need
to produce full-length annotated genes from metagenomic assemblies. In addition, these are typically run on a server administered by a single organization,
often resulting in scalability problems for free to use resources, or costly fees
for pay to use services. There is therefore a need to develop a scalable pipeline
for the marine metagenomics field. To ensure fast development, scalability to
flagship projects, and easy deployment of the pipeline, it should utilize existing
frameworks and infrastructure resources and services when possible.
To support many users and large-scale data, META-pipe utilizes supercomputing resources at the UiT - The Arctic University of Norway, as well as
integrating with existing workflow managers to adapt the national infrastructure. In addition cloud systems are required to provide elasticity when faced
with a large number of concurrent users and large datasets. Initial efforts were
focused into integrating META-pipe with Norwegian infrastructure resources.
We are integrating META-pipe with compute platforms (such as EGI Federated
Cloud [46], EMBL Embassy Cloud [47], CSC cPouta [48]) and storage resources
(such as EUDAT [49]) provided in the ELIXIR infrastructure. We use ELIXIR
services such as AAI for authentication, data transfers to collaborate with other
ELIXIR nodes on data storage, and tool registries to coordinate our service
with others.
A prototype of the next version of META-pipe has already been created, but
not published. This involves a major redesign to take advantage of more possible
computing infrastructures at the same time. This has been done to increase
the flexibility of the pipeline, as well as reducing the amount of work required
to maintain compatibility with different computing infrastructures.
The prototype has been written in Scala and Java, utilizing the Spark
framework for job execution and parallelism. It has not been used for evaluation
in this thesis since it was not ready for use at the time the experiments were
done.

2.3.1 Analysis Tools
In our work, we differentiate between four classes of tools: (i) data transformation tools that convert data from one file format to another, generate sequence
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files from offset files, and other tasks which primarily involve reading and writing data. (ii) quality management tools, such as FastQC [50] and Prinseq [51],
which help to evaluate the quality of data. (iii) data comparison tools, such as
BLAST [52], HMMer [43, 36] and Priam [53], which compare the input data
with reference databases to produce some output, such as finding the most
similar annotated sequence to a given input sequence. (iv) data processing
tools, which use a rule set to process the input data to produce a new data set,
examples include assembling reads into longer contigs with e.g. Mira [54, 55]
or MetaRay [56, 57] and predicting genes in a contig with tools including
MetaGeneAnnotator [58, 59] or Glimmer [60, 61].
The tools used in META-pipe are summarized in table 2.1. The data processing tools that assemble reads into longer contigs used in META-Pipe are
MetaRay and MIRA. The alternatives to these are somewhat limited, but include
ABySS [62], and Spaler [63]. A limitation with these tools is that they require
large amounts of memory (hundreds of GB), and are notoriously difficult to
parallelize ³.
For quality assessment, FastQC is currently used as a manual step in METAPipe. We would like to automate this step, as well as add quality management
to additional stages of the pipeline. This is a challenge since we are not
able to detect all errors with FastQC or similar software, due to the highly
heterogeneous data quality requirements for different analysis types. We are
currently investigating alternatives and research in this area.
The tools contributing most to the execution time of the pipeline are the
comparison of input data to reference data. This is done with the Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [52], PRIAM [53] and InterProScan [36]. These
tools generally scale very well, and therefore we are not actively searching for
replacements of these.
Finally, the locally developed data transformation tools, which have already
been described, are simple enough to be replaced by simple Scala code in
the next version of META-Pipe, not much effort has been put into finding
alternatives for these.
It should be noted that the parallelizability of the tools vary greatly, and
for us this has dictated the choice of tools.

2.3.2 Workﬂow Manager
The design of META-pipe 1.0 builds on the design of the GePan pipeline [64].
This design has been extended to incorporate more tools, as well as run on
HPC infrastructure.
The pipeline is started through the Galaxy workflow manager interface by
3. The new version of META-pipe does not use a parallel assembler, since we have not found
one which performs well enough.
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MetaGeneAnnotator
Glimmer
BLAST
Priam
HMMer
Data transformation
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Type
Processing
Processing
Processing
Processing
Data comparison
Data comparison
Data comparison
Data transformation

CPU
High
High
Low
Low
High
Low
High
High

RAM
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Network
None
High
None
None
None
Low
None
High

Disk
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High

Table 2.1: META-Pipe tools.

Figure 2.1: META-pipe tool architecture

the user. META-pipe runs the pipeline by generating scripts for each tool in the
pipeline. These scripts manage the data, as well as executing the tools. These
scripts are sent to the computing infrastructure (in this case Stallo). The data
is then copied back to the Galaxy instance, and visualized to the user by way
of Metarep and Krona.
Galaxy was chosen as the common user interface in the Norwegian eInfrastructure for Life Sciences (NeLS) project, since we believe it is the most
popular, and hence most familiar, workflow manager for bioinformatics. In addition, some of the partners in the NeLS project already had previous experience
using Galaxy for the Lifeportal [65].

2.4

Hardware Infrastructures

As the tools described in section 2.3.1 have heterogeneous requirements for
efficient operation, the choice of hardware infrastructure can have an impact
on the performance and cost of an analysis pipeline, which is vital due to the
data growth in bioinformatics. In this section we present a short overview the
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Infrastructure
Fat server
Lab Cluster
Supercomputer
Cloud

Elasticity
None
Long-term
Immediate
Immediate

Cost
Up-front
Up-front
Varies
Pay-as-you-go

Table 2.2: Comparison of hardware infrastructures. Elasticity refers to the speed of
scaling out.

most popular hardware infrastructures used for biological data analysis, this is
summarized in table 2.2.

2.4.1 Fat Server
A fat server is a term used to describe a high-performance single machine, which
may have more RAM, disk space and CPUs than a desktop computer.
Many tools in bioinformatics were originally designed to run on a single
machine, and as such are optimized around a single high-performance machine.
A typical task for this type of machine is assembly of reads, which is difficult
to parallelize efficiently across multiple computers and has very large memory
requirements (hundreds of gigabytes).
The advantages of the fat server are that the up-front cost can be relatively
low, and jobs can run for longer than on a personal computer.
The disadvantages of this approach is that it is not possible to scale out
to more machines to respond to increasing demands on the infrastructure. In
addition, the machine must be maintained, so the aggregate costs can grow to
be relatively large over time.

2.4.2 Lab Cluster
A lab cluster consists of multiple machines in a local area network (LAN),
typically commodity machines, which allows more aggregate performance
than a single machine.
The cluster usually uses consumer-grade components, such as relatively lowspeed (gigabit) Ethernet, consumer CPUs and a modest amount of RAM.
The advantages of this approach are that the aggregate performance can
be an order of magnitude higher than a fat server, or allow multiple jobs to
run at the same time.
The disadvantages are the high up-front costs, as well as maintenance costs.
In addition, the hardware may not be ideally suited to each tool, as some tools
may require large amounts of RAM or a high-speed interconnect.
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2.4.3 Supercomputers
Supercomputers have been used by the scientific community for a long time,
including bioinformatics, chemistry, physics, astronomy and meteorology.
Supercomputers are generally built up by a huge number of relatively lowpowered nodes, with a high-bandwidth and low-latency interconnect. Storage is
usually centralized, and accessed over a high-speed network connection.
The advantages of this approach are the availability of a large number
of nodes without a large up-front cost for the lab using it. In addition the
interconnect enables communication-intensive jobs.
The disadvantages are that not everyone, particularly outside of academia,
has access to a supercomputing cluster. In addition, the queue times for jobs
may make smaller jobs impractical. Data-intensive jobs may also be a poor
fit since the storage or networking infrastructure may not scale. In addition,
changes to the hardware and software stack may be impractical to do for a
researcher.

2.4.4 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is an alternative to the lab cluster and even supercomputers
in later years. Software-as-a-Service platforms are common, and the use of
Infrastructure-as-a-Service is on the rise.
There are several types of cloud computing services, with the most attractive
approaches for scientists being commercial, such as Amazon EC2 [66], Microsoft
Azure [67] and Google Cloud Platform [68], and academic efforts such as CSC
cPouta [48]. The infrastructure on offer is highly diverse, with Amazon offering
instances such as the X1, which is similar to a fat server, to the relatively small
T2 instances, which are low-performance virtual machines.
Commercial clouds store large-scale biological datasets (as in Amazon
AWS [69]), and provide the compute resources for analyzing the datasets (e.g.
Amazon EC2 [66]). Cloud services such as EC2 run virtual machines provided
by the user in very large data-centers. The user only pays for the resources
used.
The advantages of elasticity and minimal wait time for running jobs, as well
as no up-front costs make the cloud an attractive alternative. In addition, the
ability to tailor the cluster to an application through different virtual machine
images and instance types means that a wide range of tools can be used.
These attractive properties are tempered by high long-term cost for productiontype jobs, and being locked into a particular underlying software infrastructure
based on what the cloud provider provides.
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Infrastructure Used by META-Pipe

META-pipe was originally designed to run on a lab cluster. Currently, it has
been expanded to run on supercomputer infrastructure, and integration with
cloud platforms has begun.
As the use of META-pipe has increased, our 12-node commodity lab cluster
proved too small to provide sufficient performance for multiple concurrent users.
A quota on the local supercomputer (Stallo) was available for us, we decided
to integrate META-pipe with Stallo, which provides higher performance.
To increase the elasticity of the service to the levels required to support large
metagenomic projects, multiple infrastructures are currently being explored,
such as three different cloud providers (Amazon Web Sevices, CSC cPouta and
EMBL Embassy Cloud). The plan is to extend the supercomputer support with
the ability to commission cloud resources on demand.

2.5

META-pipe Performance

To motivate the need for the FDDM model, we conduct a performance analysis
of META-pipe. The two main questions we want to answer are: (i) which tools
in the pipeline scale well with regards to data size; (ii) to what extent do these
tools contribute to the overall runtime of META-pipe.
META-pipe scales to multiple nodes by splitting the input data into the same
number of chunks as there are nodes. An evaluation of the tools in META-pipe
running on more nodes is therefore an evaluation of the scalability of the tool
with regards to data size. We also run experiments with different cutoffs from
the assembly, which produces different input sizes for the rest of the pipeline,
to verify this assumption.

2.5.1 Methodology
For the evaluation, we run META-pipe on the Stallo Supercomputer. We used
32, 64 or 128 of the 18.144 cores. Our jobs allocated one core per process (32,
64, or 128). We cannot choose the nodes allocated for a job or the number of
cores allocated per node, but we assumed that the process to node mapping
does not influence the execution time of our jobs. This assumption does not
always hold as discussed below. When a job is submitted to the queue, it is
blocked until the queue system allocates the requested resources. This is done
in a semi-round-robin system, with additional priority given to smaller jobs,
and for users that have few jobs running.
For the evaluation we use the “Muddy” (European Nucleotide Archive
sample accession: SAMEA3168559) marine metagenomic sediment sample
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Tool
Ray
MGA
MGA Exporter
FileScheduler
InterProScan
Priam
BLASTp
Annotator
Exporter

2

128 cores
45%
0%
5%
0%
15%
0%
13%
13%
9%
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32 cores
21%
0%
3%
0%
33%
0%
31%
6%
5%

Scalability
Sublinear
No
No
No
Linear
Linear
Linear
Sublinear
No

Table 2.3: Tool-by-tool overview of scalability and impact on total runtime of pipeline
on 128 and 32 cores on the medium dataset. Total runtime is 38 hours for
128 cores, and 63 hours for 32 cores.

from the Barents Sea. This dataset is representative for medium sized (9 GB)
and high complexity marine metagenomics dataset that we expect most of
META-pipe users will analyze. Note that the performance and hence scalability
of the tools may depend on the input data complexity, size, quality, and the
sequencing technology used to generate sequence data. Complex datasets
which are rich in terms of unique organisms present and abundance, and
that have large size and low quality base calling, will increase memory usage
and affect performance in de Bruijn graph assemblers such as MetaRay [56].
Different sequencing technologies will also contribute with their respective
sequencing traits, such as average read length and unique sequence quality
flaws.
We evaluated the scalability of functional analysis tools with respect to
dataset size by choosing a different cutoff length for the results from MetaRay.
The "Medium" dataset, which we have used for the scalability experiments, has
a cutoff of 300 nucleotides, and a size of 21 MB. "Small" has a cutoff of 400
nucleotides, resulting in an input size of 12 MB. "Large" has a cutoff size of 250
nucleotides, resulting in a 34 MB input file.
For the MetaRay experiments, the input data was stored on the shared file
system on Stallo. For the META-pipe experiments, the input data was loaded
from Galaxy.
Note that we only vary the input data size from the assembly. However, as
the analysis tools using references databases compare the sequences in the
input data to the entries in the reference database, a reduction in reference
database size has the same effect as a reduction in input data size.
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Infrastructure
Cloud (EC2)

Cluster (ICE2)
Supercomputer
(Stallo)

25

Nodes
20 (m4.2xlarge, 80 cores, 8 GB
RAM per core, high-bandwidth
interconnect)
9 (36 cores, 8 GB RAM per core,
gigabit interconnect)
10 (80 cores, 16 GB RAM per
core, infiniband interconnect)

CPU time
615H

Walltime
7H41M

277H

7H42M

918H

11H28M

Table 2.4: MetaRay performance on cloud, lab cluster and supercomputer infrastructure (Number for EC2 are based on 1 run). CPU time is the aggregate time
spent per CPU, while walltime is the time from start to finish.

Figure 2.2: Contribution to walltime of META-pipe tools.

(a) Number of CPUs

(b) Data set size

Figure 2.3: BLAST scaling, showing the characteristics of a linear scaling tool.
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(b) Data set size

Figure 2.4: Annotator scaling, showing the characteristics of a sublinear scaling tool.

2.5.2 Results and Discussion
The tools we use in META-pipe are listed in table 2.3, and an illustration of
their contribution to runtime can be seen in figure 2.2. An example of a tool
that scales well (BLAST) can be seen in figure 2.3, and one that scales poorly
(the annotator) can be seen in figure 2.4.
Our results show that the two largest bottlenecks in the pipeline are the
assembly of raw reads into longer contigs (45% of runtime for 128 cores) and the
locally developed data processing tools (27% of runtime for 128 cores).
These data processing tools (the two exporters and the annotator) contribute to 50% of the functional analysis execution time using 128 cores (when
not including the assembly step). In addition, with increasing dataset sizes the
computation time exponentially increases. However, this is due to an inefficient implementation. We re-implemented these tools (but did not integrate
these with the other tools in the pipeline), and reduced the execution times
on the medium dataset with 128 cores to respectively 1 second for the MGA
exporter, and 5 seconds for the Annotator and Exporter that we combined into
a single tool running on a single node (the re-implemented tools are available
at https://github.com/emrobe/META-pipe). The performance of these prototypes leads to these tools being less than 1% of the total runtime combined.
META-Pipe 2.0 includes an implementation with performance similar to the
prototypes for these stages.
The assembly step is more complex to optimize. The main issues here are
that single-machine assembly requires large amounts of memory, and the multimachine implementations do not scale linearly. We have run some preliminary
experiments with MetaRay on Amazon EC2, Stallo and our lab cluster, the
results can be seen in table 2.4. Note that the numbers for EC2 are from a single
run (but we have not observed significant variance), while the others are the
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average of three runs.
Several promising alternative assemblers are emerging, such as Spaler [63],
as well as a project under development at UiT - The Arctic University of Norway
(unpublished), which aim to provide scalable assembly. These projects are not
available for use yet, and have therefore not been evaluated.
Our results show that a large portion of non-assembly compute time scales
well with regards to data set size, which indicates that reducing the amount of
data reduces compute time.

2.5.3 Experiment Summary
Summarized, we find that for our experiment, three large classes of tools
emerge (i) assembly, which is responsible for 45% of the runtime (ii) BLAST
and InterProScan, which are responsible for 28% of the runtime, and (iii) the
data processing tools, which are responsible for 27% of the runtime.
Out of these, the BLAST and InterProScan stages scale with regards to data
size. Assembly does not scale well, and the assembler has been replaced with a
faster, non-distributed assembler in the current implementation of META-pipe.
The data processing tools do not scale, but have been replaced with tools that
reduce their runtime to seconds.
These results indicate that reducing the input data can reduce the computational cost of META-pipe runs.

2.6

Related Work

Several pipelines exist which explore similar ideas in terms of parallelism
and performance as META-pipe, such as ADAM [3] and the deep analysis
pipeline described in [4]. These systems leverage distributed processing and
data storage frameworks to improve scalability of bioinformatics pipelines.
However, these systems require changes to the pipeline tools.
Galaxy provides the CloudMan [70] extensions to execute jobs on cloud
infrastructure, such as Amazon EC2. There are also many systems that can be
used to run biological data processing pipelines such as SLURM [71], Open
Lava [72] and Condor [73]. MapReduce [6] and similar application frameworks
such as Spark [5], are an alternative both for distributing tools for execution, as
well as distributed processing. These systems provide a different programming
model, scale well to very large datasets, and they handle load balancing and
fault tolerance. However, these are typically not integrated with workflow
managers, and hence require an integration approach as described in this
thesis. This integration can be simplified through the use of an adapter such
as Hadoop-Galaxy [74].
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Illumnia offers the infrastructure BaseSpace [75], which is a cloud-based
platform for next-generation sequencing data management and analysis. Users
can store and share sequencing data, and simplify and accelerate data analysis
via the integrated web-based interface. Independent labs can also set-up and
monitor their sequencing runs in real time on their Illumina instruments.
However, it does not offer extensive analyses and annotation of full-length
genes.
Another cloud infrastructure is Oxford Nanopore’s Metrichor solution [76],
which appears to be similar in functionality to BaseSpace.
We have also built infrastructure systems to reduce the resource usage
of META-pipe in computer science research projects, but these are currently
not used by the production version of META-pipe. Mario [77] is a system
designed to interactively tuning pipeline tool parameters using fine grained
iterative processing of the META-pipe data. COMBUSTI/O [78] is a framework
for workflow creation, and it used a simplified version of META-pipe in the
evaluation.

2.7

Summary

In this chapter, we have given an overview of biological data analysis. We
have also presented META-pipe, and performed a performance evaluation
of individual tools in META-pipe. The results show that there is a need for
reducing analysis time by reducing input data size, but this requires a new
data management solution, which we investigate in the next chapter.

3
GeStore
In this chapter, we will describe the File-based Distributed Data Materialization
(FDDM) model and the implementation of the FDDM model in the GeStore
system [24, 25]. We also evaluate the performance of GeStore. In section 3.1
we describe the motivation for the design choices made in GeStore, and the
requirements for such a system. In section 3.2 we describe the design of the
GeStore system. In section 3.3 we describe the interfaces that GeStore exports.
In section 3.4 we provide an experimental evaluation of the performance of
GeStore. In section 3.5 we describe related work, and in section 3.6 we draw
conclusions from the results.

3.1

Motivation and Requirement Analysis

Through our work on, and discussions around, pipelines and workflow managers such as META-pipe [20], EBI Metagenomics [42], IMP [22] and Galaxy
[2], we observed that the data management in many pipelines consisted of
passing files between tools. However, the version of reference databases and
other files were hidden from the user or had to be manually maintained outside the pipeline execution. Reference databases were also not updated very
often, as this would create issues with provenance (for example in multi-part
analysis jobs, the already-finished analysis would have to be re-analyzed). In
addition to infrequent updates and the need for manual maintenance of reference databases and files, the filtering of data was often handled through
29
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ad-hoc processes, such as maintaining a large number of reference databases
for different biological groups. Combined these issues lead to more work for
the user due to manual maintenance, less frequent updates due to provenance
concerns, and longer analysis runtime due to lacking filtering systems.
To solve these problems, we believe a system should fulfill the following
requirements:
1. Transparently update results when reference databases are updated, so
that results can be kept up to date for less computational cost than a full
re-analysis.
2. Produce different versions of a reference database on demand, so that
multi-part analysis jobs can be done with a consistent set of reference
databases.
3. Generate smaller reference databases from larger ones on demand, so
that computational demands can be reduced when only a subset of the
reference databases are required.
4. Do not require changes to tools, so that the cost of keeping tools up to
date does not increase.
5. Do not require large changes to workflow managers or pipelines, so
that integrating the system with existing workflow managers is not
prohibitively costly in terms of development time.
6. Conserve provenance, so that the version of a reference database used
can be retrieved later.
7. Store data efficiently, so that the storage costs of the reference databases
does not grow uncontrollably.
8. Scale with number of computers, so that it is possible to scale out when
needed.
To our knowledge, and as discussed in section 2.6, no existing system fulfils
these requirements.

3.2

Design

In this section, we give an overview of the architecture and design of GeStore.
GeStore comprises processing, storage and plugin frameworks. The plugins
in the plugin framework use the data processing and storage frameworks to
produce data for the pipeline manager on demand, and similarly to add data
to the storage framework when data is fed into the system. This is shown in
figure 3.1.
Summarized, the solutions to the above requirements are:
1. Transparently update results: is solved by automatically determining the
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

previous run by inspecting provenance data, to determine a version of
the reference database to produce. (described in detail in section 3.2.4)
Produce different versions on demand: is solved by generating reference
databases from the collection of data on demand using distributed processing and a distributed database. (described in detail in section 3.2.3)
Smaller reference databases: is solved by enabling the use of filters on the
reference database results. (described in detail in section 3.2.3)
No changes to tools: is solved by using the file-based approach. (described
in detail in section 3.2.1)
Small changes to workflow managers: is solved by the interface design of
GeStore. (described in detail in section 3.3)
Conserve provenance: is solved by recording requests made by pipelines
in a database. (described in detail in section 3.2.4)
Store data efficiently: is solved by the distributed database storage design.
(described in detail in section 3.2.2)
Scale with number of computers: is solved by using scalable processing
and storage systems. (described in detail in section 3.2.2)

Figure 3.1: GeStore architecture.

3.2.1 File-based Data Management Model
GeStore uses the FDDM to implement reference database versioning and
incremental updates by generating input and meta-data files used by analysis
tools that only contain data for a specific period. For example, a reference
database for an incremental update may only contain the entries changed in
the period. The tool will then be run, as normal, but it will typically produce a
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Tools
BLAST, InterProScan, Priam, Annotator, MetaGeneAnnotator,
Glimmer.
MetaRay, FastQC, Mira.
InterProScan, Priam.
Table 3.1: File formats used as input to META-pipe tools

partial result in case of incremental updates. The result from this tool are then
merged with previously produced results.
We have chosen a file-based approach since many genomics applications
use relatively few file formats (as seen in table 3.1). It is therefore feasible to
implement parsers that support most file formats and therefore most tools. In
addition, most file formats are simple and structured, which makes it easy to
write parsers for each format. We also believe that many bioinformatics tools
can use the file-based approach since bioinformatics applications are often
parallelized using a data-parallel approach. Hence, a subset of the data can be
computed separately, as in an incremental update.
One example of an analysis tool that is well suited for incremental updates
is the widely used BLAST tool [52]. It calculates a similarity score for all gene
sequences in an input file by comparing each sequence to all sequences in the
UniProtKB [79] reference database. We can implement an incremental update
of the results each time UniProtKB is updated by generating an incremental
version of the database that only contains the entries that have changed since
the last update.
The simplest approach to file generation is to compare all records in two
versions of a file to find the new, deleted, and updated records. However, since
most tools do not use all record fields, a naive diff will find too many changes.
For example, BLAST results are not affected by the annotation record fields
that are most frequently changed in the UniProtKB database. It is therefore
necessary to write tool specific change detection that only detects changes in
the significant fields. In addition, it may be necessary to handle new, updated
and deleted records differently. For example, record deletions may require
finding and discarding associated records in the output data.
The simplest approach to merge result files is to append the incremental
updates to existing result files. However, some output record fields may contain
values aggregated over the full dataset. For example, the BLAST output data
contains a field, e-value, which is incorrect for incremental updates [18]. In
such cases, a tool-specific merger must correct these values in the updated
output files.
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Figure 3.2: How data is stored in HBase

3.2.2 Storage
GeStore maintains versioned reference database files, input files, and output
files. GeStore uses the version information to generate incremental files, or a
specific version of a reference database. In addition, the version information is
required to merge incremental update results with previously computed results.
We use the Hadoop software stack, consisting of HDFS [80], HBase [81], and
MapReduce [6], for scalable storage and data processing.
There are two types of files maintained by GeStore: parsed and unparsed.
Parsed files are stored as database tables, while unparsed files are stored
unmodified on the distributed file system. The unparsed files are files that are
difficult to parse and/or do not need incremental updates, such as files that
are always completely updated, or not at all.
For file types that have a parser implemented, GeStore splits the data into
entries and entry fields. The entries are stored as rows in HBase, and the fields
as columns. All entries are stored in the same HBase column family. The only
required column in the schema is a unique ID for each row, which the plugin
uses to generate a row key. In addition, GeStore generates an EXISTS column,
which describes if a given entry exists in the current version of the reference
database, so that removing entries is supported. The remaining columns are
file-format specific. HBase is designed such that new columns can easily be
added to a table. GeStore uses this flexibility to enable reuse of an old HBase
table even if the file format or the parser code is changed, so that e.g. if a
reference database adds a new field to their schema, this can be reflected in
GeStore without influencing previous versions.
We use the HBase timestamp mechanism to manage reference database
versions. The timestamp either represent the file generation date, release date
or version of the reference database. By storing updated data in timestamped
HBase cells, we can efficiently compress a set of database versions using
delta compression as seen in figure 3.2. In addition, HBase uses the Snappy
compression algorithm to compress the tables.
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3.2.3 Operations
GeStore provides four operations on the database tables used for reference
databases and input, intermediate and output data: create, update, get version,
and get increment.
To create a table for a new database, GeStore first checks if the table
exists. If not, it will create an empty table, with one empty column family. The
database plugin will later add columns for each of the parsed database fields
as described above.
To update an existing table with new meta-data, GeStore first finds the
correct table to use, then updates or adds new rows using a parallel job that
executes the parser for the specific database. Each entry in the new database is
compared to the entry in the previous version by comparing the corresponding
HBase row. If there are no changes no updates are made, except to the EXISTS
field. If one or more fields have changed, the column in the row are updated
with the new data for the field and with the current timestamp. If new fields are
added, a new column is added to the table with the new data and timestamp.
If the row is deleted the EXISTS column is not updated.
To generate an incremental update a parallel job is executed that scans
the table for the timeframe Tl ast run − Tcur r ent t ime . For each record in the
scan, the fields that are relevant for the specified output are selected. If there
are updates to one or more of these fields, the record has a current EXISTS
field, and the entry matches the regular expression used for filtering if one is
supplies, the relevant record fields are written to a file on HDFS.
To generate a specific version of the database we use the above approach
with the timeframe Tf ir st − Tspecif ied .

3.2.4 Reference Database Caching and Internal Data
Structures
GeStore implements a cache of previously generated reference database files,
since many workflows can share these. The files are stored in HDFS, and the filename is used to store information about how the files were generated. We store
both big (multi-gigabyte) and small (megabyte) files, since the overhead from
starting a job and doing the processing when generating both is large.
The filename consists of a file ID, the time range for the file content, and the
regular expression used to select entries in the file. In addition, the filename
may contain plugin-specific parameters, a workflow run ID, and a task ID. This
information is stored in the file name so that a single file is uniquely identified
by the file name without looking it up in a meta-data table. This filename is
stored in a GeStore data structure, along with information about the plugin
used to generate the file, and if the data is stored in HBase.
When a workflow manager requests a reference database, GeStore first
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generates a filename as described above. It uses the filename to lookup in the
files table. If a matching filename is found, that file is returned from the HDFS
cache. Otherwise, a new file is generated and the files table is updated with
a reference to the new file. GeStore does not limit the cache size. The oldest
files in the cache can automatically be deleted by e.g. a cron job.
In addition to the data structure used to implement the cache, GeStore
has two additional internal data structures. The first has information about
each update for each file maintained by GeStore. This includes the number
of entries in the file and the version of the update, and is used to determine
which version of data is the newest and providing the post-processing step
with information about the real size of the reference database in the case of an
incremental update. The second contains the files accessed by each workflow
tool execution. This table is used to identify which files a workflow used, when
they were used, and how they were generated. This is useful for automatically
determining which update a particular pipeline run needs when generating
incremental updates, as well as conserving provenance information.

3.3

Interfaces

GeStore exports two interfaces; the command-line interface and the Java
interface. The interfaces of GeStore allow integration with different workflow
managers.
The command-line interface is designed to supports workflow managers
which request files using a shell. It is generally used by script-based workflow
managers. This interface comprises two basic operations, get and put. The
parameters for these operations are detailed in table 3.2 and 3.3.
The Java interface is modeled after the HDFS Java interface, and as such
is even simpler in terms of possible arguments, but is more limited in terms
of functionality. The required information is inferred from a filename. This
interface is described in table 3.4.
Other interfaces such as REST were considered. However, we found that
the file-based approach using the command-line and Java interface were the
closest match to how the workflow managers accessed data.
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Parameter
File
Run ID
Task ID
Time stop
Time start
Regex

Required
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No

Full run

No

Format

No

Split
Copy

No
No
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Description
The name of the file
The ID of the run
The ID of the task
The maximum timestamp for the data
The minimum timestamp for the data
A regular expression which must match
a given field for the data
If set, will generate a full data set, even
if a previous execution of the run has
generated a file
The format of the output, if not the default
Split the output into NUM files
If false, will not copy files to local disk,
and instead return a list of HDFS paths
for files

Default
None
None
None
MAX_INT
0
None
False

None
None
True

Table 3.2: Parameters for GeStore get operation.

Parameter
File
Path
Run ID
Task ID
Timestamp

Required
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Description
The name of the file
The path to the file on the local disk
The ID of the run
The ID of the task
The timestamp for the data

Format
Quick add

No
No

The format of the input
If true, will return as soon as the job
has started

Table 3.3: Parameters for GeStore put interface.

Default
None
None
None
None
Current system
time
None
False
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Action
rm
rmr
mkdir
getFileSize
ls
lsr
getFile
getFiles
putFile
putFiles

Parameters
filename
filename
directory
file
directory
directory
file
files
local file, remote path
local files, remote path

Description
Remove file/directory
Recursive rm
Create directory
Get the number of bytes for a file
Get a listing of directories
Get a listing of directories and files
Returns a HDFS path for the file
Returns HDFS paths for multiple files
Copy local file to GeStore
Copy local files to GeStore

Table 3.4: GeStore Java interface.

3.3.1 Plugin Framework
To use GeStore to maintain data used by a pipeline tool, the workflow maintainer must implement: (i) a parser for each file type used by the tool; (ii)
tool-specific file generator; and (iii) tool-specific incremental output file merger
(if incremental updates will be used). In GeStore, these are implemented as a
plugin, and managed by the GeStore plugin framework. The plugin framework
uses MapReduce jobs to do the processing required to add data to the system
and retrieve it, as well as doing change detection, data verification and merging.
MapReduce is used since the files can be very large, and hence efficient parallel
processing is required.
The plugins parse and store data. The (unmodified) tool does the data
analysis. Typically, only a few tens of lines of code must be written, since many
plugins can reuse parsers and file mergers written for other plugins. In addition,
the framework provides a library of parsers for known file formats, and libraries
for parsing, change detection, and merging of files. The framework also takes
care of efficient data storage, low overhead file parsing, file generation, and
merging. It is therefore easy to implement a plugin.

File Parser
The file parser must determine the structure of input files and reference
database files used by a tool. Only one parser must be implemented for each
file format, so it is likely that parsers already exists for the file formats used by
a tool. The parser must also convert the file data into the HBase table format
used by GeStore. Most biological data is in a table format so it is usually easy
to implement a parser.
The file parser interface consists of six methods that must be implemented,
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Method
boolean addEntry( String entry
)
Put
getPartialPut(
Vector<String>
fields, Long
timestamp )
boolean sanityCheck( String
type )
String[] get( String type, String
options )
Vector<String> compare( *Entry )
String[] getRegexes()

3
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Description
Creates an entry based on a string
Returns a Put containing the specified fields
with the given timestamp
Returns True if the entry contains enough information for the given type
Returns an array of strings in the specified format.
Compares this entry with another, returns list
of updated fields.
Returns two regular expressions which determine the start and end of an entry in the input
file format

Table 3.5: Methods that must be implemented in file parser plugins.

Method
Description
FileStatus[]
process( Returns a list of the files that are produced
HashTable<String,
String>
params, FileSystem fs)
Table 3.6: Methods that must be implemented in file generator plugins.

listed in table 3.5. These: (i) provide regular expressions that define the start
and end of an entry in the file; (ii) split an entry into columns; (iii) compare
two versions of an entry; (iv) check if an entry contains all elements required
by the tool; (v) generate a HBase Put object; and (vi) generate output in other
formats. Every field of the input file is parsed and added to HBase by the plugin,
even if only a few fields are used in the analysis.

File Generator
The file generator class is responsible for generating the input and meta-data
files used by a tool. It must detect changes in input data and meta-data. The
change detection can be course grained, where the contents of an entire file
is compared, or fine grained where individual records are compared. For the
latter, the change detection may take into account the structure of the file. In
particular, the change detection is efficient and easy to implement if the data
is stored in HBase tables as described above.
The file generator requires implementing one method (shown in table 3.6)
that specifies the parsers to use for each file format, and the fields to write to
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the input file using the associated file parser.

Output Merger
The output merger is responsible for merging the results of an incremental
computation with previously generated output stored in GeStore. GeStore
executes output merging similarly to reference database updates. However,
the merge is application-dependent, and hence requires application specific
knowledge to understand how an incremental computation may influence the
results and how to fix any resulting errors. To fix errors a tool-specific method
must be implemented in the plugin.

3.4

Evaluation

In this thesis, we focus on questions related to deployment of GeStore in
a production system. In particular, we want to answer the following three
questions: (i) What are the performance and resource usage characteristics
of GeStore? (ii) How does the overhead of GeStore compare to alternative
approaches for biological meta-data management? (iii) How does a real-world
pipeline perform when using GeStore for incremental updates?
We evaluate the first question to understand how to deploy GeStore in a
production system, including identifying areas for optimization, understanding the scalability of the GeStore operations, and how GeStore perturbs other
applications running concurrently on the same system. The answer to the second question demonstrates the usefulness of GeStore meta-data management
for biological data analysis. The answer to the third question illustrates the
real-world use of the GeStore system.

3.4.1 Methodology
We characterize GeStore performance and resource usage using benchmarks
for each of the GeStore operations We use the META-pipe workflow (section
2.3) as an application benchmark. In addition, we have implemented ad hoc
tools for Meta-pipe meta-data management.
We report the average execution time of the benchmarks. Each experiment
is repeated 3 times. The standard deviation is only reported when it exceeds
5%.
We use the Ganglia Monitoring System [82] to measure CPU load, memory usage, network traffic, and disk I/O during benchmark execution. The
experiments were run on a 10-node cluster. It has one front-end node with
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and NFS server, one node with HDFS namenode and HBase master server, and
eight HDFS/HBase/MapReduce data/compute nodes. Each node has 32 GB of
DRAM, a 4-core Intel Xeon E5-1620 CPU with two-way hyper-threading, 4 TB
local disk, and a 2 TB disk used for NFS. The cluster has a 1-gigabit Ethernet
interconnect. We assume the cluster size and configuration is realistic for a
small cluster in a production environment.
The software used is Oracle Java 1.7.0, Cloudera 4.6.0 (HBase 0.94.6, HDFS
2.0.0, MapReduce 2.0.0, ZooKeeper 3.4.5). In addition, the UniProtKB plugin
uses formatdb 2.2.25, which is part of the legacy BLAST package.
HBase is configured to use a heap size of 4 GB for the master server and 12
GB for the region servers. HDFS is configured with a replication factor of three,
block size of 128 MB, and heap size of 1 GB for the NameNode and DataNodes.
HBase is configured to use Snappy compression, and has a maximum of 32
write-ahead log files. Client scan caching is set to 100.
The data used are the UniProt reference databases¹ from late 2014, and
a metagenomic sample from the Yellowstone National Park [83]². GeStore
version 0.2 is used³, as well as a modified version of GePan⁴.

3.4.2 Add and Update Reference Databases
We first measure the time and resource usage of adding a new reference
database to GeStore, and for updating an existing database. We assume new
reference databases are rarely added, and that reference databases are updated
at most weekly. Both operations are therefore background operations, and we
are therefore primarily interested in their resource usage, as long execution
time for these operations does not directly impact pipeline runtime. Also note,
that a GeStore merge is executed similarly to an update, so the results for an
update are similar to those of a merge operation.
We download the September 2014 release of UniProtKB (41 GB, gzip compressed), and decompress it on the frontend (231 GB). We measure the time of
copying the files to HDFS, and then running a MapReduce job that reads and
parses the HDFS files, and puts the 84.5 million parsed entries to an empty
HBase table. To update the reference database, we updated it with entries that
were updated in the October release (37 out of 87 million entries). The MapReduce job for the update reads and parses the HDFS file, reads old entries by
scanning the HBase table, compares each old and new entry, and puts updated
entries to HBase.
The time to add the UniProtKB reference database to GeStore is 182 minutes
1. Available at http://www.uniprot.org
2. Data available at http://metagenomics.anl.gov/linkin.cgi?metagenome=

4443749.3
3. Available at http://github.com/EdvardPedersen/GeStore
4. Available at http://github.com/EdvardPedersen/GeStoreGePan
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Operation
Add 2014_09 UniProtKB
Update to 2014_10 UniProtKB
Retrieve UniProtKB
Retrieve cached UniProtKB
Retrieve incremental UniProtKB
Retrieve cached incremental UniProtKB

Time
182 minutes
144 minutes
36 minutes
12 minutes
5 minutes
26 seconds

Table 3.7: GeStore add, update, and retrieve operation execution times.

Figure 3.3: Bandwidth usage while adding a new reference database to GeStore

(Table 3.7). Updating the reference database is 21% faster (144 minutes). In
addition, the time to download and decompress the database are respectively
52 and 33 minutes. We believe the update operation is faster, even if it requires
scanning 84.5 rows from HBase for two reasons: First, there are fewer entries
put to the HBase table. Second, the reference database is (mostly) cached
in memory on the HBase region servers and the updates are more evenly
distributed among the cluster nodes.
The resource usage of the add and update operations are similar. For both,
the performance is limited by the network (80% of the maximum aggregated
bandwidth of the interconnect), while CPU utilization is about 50% over all
eight cores. We therefore believe the performance is limited by the HBase (and
HDFS) operations. Performance may be improved by better tuning of these
operations, for example by optimizing client-side buffering of put operations.
Performance will also improve by disabling or relaxing the write-ahead-log
(WAL) for HBase. However, this increases the chance of table corruption, which
may lead to data loss. The scalability of the add and update operations is similar
to the scalability of HBase read and write intensive jobs. The results also show
that there are CPU cycles available on the cluster for a computation-intensive
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Figure 3.4: CPU use for generating a full reference database from scratch

job run concurrently with these operations (many biological data analysis tools
are computation-intensive).

3.4.3 Retrieve Reference Databases
We evaluate the overhead and resource usage of retrieving an existing reference
database from GeStore, and saving it on a local file system to be used by a
non-distributed analysis tool. This is a common operation for analysis pipelines
with legacy analysis tools. Since the retrieve contributes to pipeline execution
time, it should have a low overhead.
We first measured the time to retrieve the November 2014 version of the
UniProtKB reference database (240 GB uncompressed, 89 million entries) from
GeStore (table 3.7). GeStore will first run a MapReduce job with a large number
of map tasks that retrieve the relevant fields for each entry (HBase row), and
a single reduce task that writes the output to a single file. The total time to
retrieve the reference database is 36 minutes, in which the mappers are done
after 14 minutes, and the reducer runs an additional 17 minutes. The overhead is
acceptable for two reasons: (i) legacy analysis tools often have a step that must
be run sequentially. For example, to convert the retrieved UniProtKB reference
database to a BLAST-compatible format using the formatdb tool (resulting file
is 32 GB), requires an additional 36 minutes, with an additional 8 minutes to
copy the file to HDFS. (ii) the total pipeline execution is often several hours or
more.
Second, we retrieved an incremental version of UniProtKB that contains
the entries updated between the September 2014 and October 2014 releases
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(in total 2.7 million entries, resulting in a file size of 1 GB). The incremental
database is generated in 9 minutes. The speedup is due to the much smaller
resulting file size and hence reducer execution time.
The cached version of the full UniProtKB takes 12 minutes to retrieve, and
the incremental version takes 26 seconds. We believe many pipeline executions
can use the cached reference databases in a production system.
The maximum network utilization is about 20%. The CPU utilization differs
between the full and incremental update (Figure 3.4) since there is more
processing per byte of data in the incremental case. Figure 3.4 also shows how
the legacy tools (formatdb, copy to HDFS and copy to local disk), as well as the
single reducer stage, dominate the execution time. These execute sequentially
and hence limit scalability. In the next section, we evaluate retrieve for tools that
do not have this limitation. The incremental update utilizes most of the cluster
resources and is therefore not suited to execute concurrently with another
job. However, the execution time is short. The longer executing retrieve for a
specific version is well suited to overlap with another job, especially during the
reducer execution.

3.4.4 Retrieve and Split Reference Database
In the experiments in the previous sections, the performance of the retrieve
operation was limited by the need to format and write the reference database
to a NFS or local file system. In this section, we measure reference database
retrieve time for biological data analysis tools that can utilize the high aggregate
disk bandwidth on a data-intensive computing platform by reading splits
directly from a distributed file system and computing on these in parallel.
We initialized an HBase table with a 50 GB FASTA file with 150 million
entries (sequences). The file is generated as in section 3.4.3, but we do not run
the formatdb tool, and the output is split among 20 reducers that each write
their split directly to the HDFS cache.

Operation
Retrieve FASTA
Retrieve cached FASTA
Retrieve and split FASTA
Get HDFS path of cached FASTA file

Time
55 minutes
10 minutes
9 minutes
2 seconds

Table 3.8: Execution time for retrieve and split for the FASTA reference database.

The execution time is reduced from 55 to 9 minutes (Table 3.8). The cached
version can be read directly from HDFS, and therefore incurs no overhead. Since
there is no bottleneck due to a single reducer, the retrieve scales well.
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Figure 3.5: Walltime for different operations on FASTA reference databases.

3.4.5 Space Usage
In this section, we quantify the storage overhead of GeStore. We measure the
storage space used by the UniProtKB reference database when compressed
using gzip, uncompressed, and in when stored in HBase with delta and Snappy
compression and 3x replication.
The disk space used by GeStore is comparable to storage of the compressed
reference databases (Table 3.9). The overhead for a single version in HBase is
high. With additional versions, the space usage first decreases, then it increases
roughly with the size of the compressed version of each new version of UniProtKB. We believe the storage overhead is acceptable, since low-cost distributed
storage is used.
Versions
2014-03
2014-03 to 2014-04
2014-03 to 2014-05
2014-03 to 2014-06
2014-03 to 2014-07

Compressed on disk
23 GB
47 GB
71 GB
99 GB
133 GB

Uncompressed on disk
133 GB
268 GB
405 GB
568 GB
757 GB

In HBase
306 GB
240 GB
210 GB
234 GB
273 GB

Table 3.9: Aggregate size of UniProtKB on disk and in HBase using snappy and delta
compression with a replication factor of three.

3.4.6 Comparison to Ad Hoc Approaches
In this section, we compare GeStore performance to ad hoc approaches for
biological meta-data management. We do not compare GeStore performance
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against other distributed meta-data management systems, since the previous
sections have shown that performance of the GeStore operations is largely
dependent on the underlying distributed storage system. Instead, we compare
against the non-distributed meta-data storage approach used by most biological
data analysis pipelines. These however, require ad hoc implementations of many
reference database management problems.
We will focus on the BLAST and annotation stage of Meta-pipe. These
stages requires a BLAST database and annotation database on each of the
compute nodes for parallel execution. It is therefore necessary to generate
these reference databases and then replicating them to all nodes. We cannot
store the databases on NFS, since the many small file reads by the pipeline
significantly increases pipeline execution time. We have implemented a Python
script⁵ that extracts the FASTA version of UniProtKB (release 2014_11), uses
formatdb to generate the BLAST database, and puts the database into a SQLite
database used by the annotation tool. Finally, we distribute the resulting files
to the computation nodes using rsync with deflate compression enabled.
The creation of the SQLite database is comparable to a GeStore add, since
they both make the database accessible from all nodes. The GeStore add is
191 minutes, and the ad hoc script execution time is 315 minutes. Write FASTA,
formatdb and copying the BLAST database to the nodes is comparable to a
GeStore retrieve, which takes 80 minutes for GeStore, and 206 minutes for the
ad hoc script. We have not optimized the ad hoc script. However, we believe
such unoptimized scripts are common in biological data analysis. In addition,
optimizations to the GeStore operations will benefit all analysis tools using
GeStore, while optimization of an ad hoc script typically only benefits a single
pipeline.
We have not found a realistic use case for an ad hoc implementation of a reference database update and generation of an incremental reference database.
For these, existing biological data analysis frameworks typically require generating a new database and then re-executing the full pipeline.
In summary, we believe that GeStore offers better performance and more
features than are realistic to implement in ad hoc tools.
Write FASTA
Formatdb
Copy BLAST DB to nodes
Total

Ad hoc Script
63 minutes
34 minutes
109 minutes
206 minutes

Create SQLite DB
Copy SQLite DB to nodes
Total

142 minutes
173 minutes
315 minutes

GeStore

80 minutes

191 minutes

Table 3.10: Ad hoc scripts vs. corresponding GeStore operations.
5. Available at http://github.com/EdvardPedersen/SimpleMetaManager
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(a) Improvements in runtime of META- (b) Overhead compared to runtime of
pipe with GeStore
META-pipe with GeStore
Figure 3.6: Integration performance results

3.4.7 Application Benchmarks
We measure the execution time of Meta-pipe using a small (15 MB) input file.
Only the MGA, MGA exporter, fileScheduler and BLAST were run. We use the
2014_09, 2014_10 and 2015_01 versions of UniProtKB. With a larger input file,
the overhead of GeStore compared to workflow execution time will be even
lower. In addition, the query feature of GeStore allows the analysis to be done
on smaller sections of UniProtKB where appropriate (e.g. fungi are around
10% of UniProtKB, so a query for fungi will produce a reference database of
around 1/10th the size of not using a query).

Operation
Full update without GeStore
Full update with GeStore
Full update with GeStore, existing DB
1-month incremental update
4-month incremental update

Time
833 minutes
965 minutes
859 minutes
61 minutes
99 minutes

Table 3.11: Application benchmarks for Meta-Pipe

GeStore adds an overhead of 132 minutes when generating a reference
database, and 26 minutes when the reference database is cached from an
earlier run (Table 3.11). Incremental updates are done in 61 minutes for the 1month update, and 99 minutes for the 4-month update. A 1-month incremental
update has a 14-fold speedup compared to a full re-analysis. These results
show that incremental updates through GeStore can provide large benefits to
production biological analysis workflows.
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3.4.8 Discussion
The results show that communication between nodes is a large part of the
execution time for our benchmarks, in addition to the processing which is not
integrated into the tool plugin.
We also see that adding reference databases to GeStore suffers from the
overhead imposed by HBase and HDFS, as the data duplication saturates the
network infrastructure we use. Further optimization is possible (e.g. disabling
the WAL), but we have decided not to perform these due to the possibility of
increasing the incidence of undetected data corruption.
In addition, our application benchmarks show that production pipelines can
benefit from GeStore, resulting in lower runtimes for updating results.

Case Study: Marine Metagenomics Reference Database
As a case study of the benefits of this type of solution, we use an ongoing
project at the Center for Bioinformatics in Tromsø as an example. We are creating a marine metagenomics reference database, which contains a database
of manually annotated genomes and genes, as well as an automatically annotated database which contains sequences which have been compared with the
manually annotated database (similar to how it is done in UniProt).
Our estimates place the cost of the initial creation of the automatically
annotated database at around 1 million NOK (based on prices from Amazon
EC2 Ireland for m4.2xlarge instances at 0.53 USD per hour, and extrapolated
from the experiments done with META-pipe, where assembly accounts for
approximately half of the processing time on a 9 GB sample, and requires 154
node-hours, extrapolated to around 10 TB of marine metagenomic data in ENA
[84]). Keeping this reference database updated and correct will cost around 1
million NOK per month, since the entire analysis has to be re-done every month
to account for new data.
An alternative approach is to only update the reference database with new
data when new data becomes available. This will cost around 50 thousand
NOK per month (assuming a data growth of around 5% for both reference data
and experimental data). However, after one year, over half of the reference
database will no longer be fully annotated with the best-matching data using
this approach.
The third option is to use the incremental update approach, which will
cost around 100 thousand NOK per month since new sequences have to be
compared against the full reference database, and all experimental data has to
be compared to new sequences in the reference database. Using this approach,
the results will maintain their correctness.
Summarized, incremental updates allow a large reduction in cost for maintaining reference databases in metagenomics.
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Related Work

Management of large-scale data relies on a robust storage system, we have
chosen to use HDFS [80] and HBase [81] due to the close relationship with the
Hadoop framework, but other alternatives include Cassandra [85], MongoDB
[86] and BlobSeer [87]. We have compared HBase and Cassandra for our use
case in section 3.5.1 and found minimal differences in performance. We have
also considered alternatives to HDFS such as GPFS [88], but have chosen HBase
due to the close integration with the Hadoop ecosystem. In addition, we need to
perform some processing on the reference databases to implement the features
of GeStore, we have chosen MapReduce [6], but similar systems such as Spark
[5], Nectar [11] and Dryad [17], provide many of the same benefits. A more
traditional system with e.g. pNFS [89] and MySQL [90] are also an option,
but these also require a distributed processing framework to fully utilize the
cluster, and require further efforts to integrate with the distributed processing
framework.
The simple query facilities in GeStore are limited to simple filtering on entries, more complete query languages such as those used in Google Dremel [91]
or Apache Drill [92] would enable more queries that are more complex.
These processing systems have also been extended to support incremental
processing, through systems like Incoop [12], Percolator [13], Marimba [93] and
DryadInc [14]. In addition, data aggregation systems such as in [94] extend
the processing systems to support processing and management of general
data types. We have used many ideas from these systems when designing
GeStore.
Simple change detection is supported by tools such as UNIX diff, delta
encoding compression systems [95], and version management systems such
as CVS. However, the change detection in these do not take into account the
complex inter-file relationships found in genomic datasets.
GeStore extends the work in [18] by providing a framework and libraries
to implement the necessary pre and post processing of data moved between a
data warehouse and genomic analysis tools. This makes it easier to add additional support for additional genomic analysis tools as we have demonstrated
by implementing incremental updates for a complete metagenomics analysis
workflow.
Recent systems similar to GeStore such as [96], which provides versioning
and on-demand retrieval of specific reference database versions for Galaxy
users, demonstrate the growing need for GeStore functionality.

3.5.1 Comparison of Structured Data Storage Systems
In addition to the experiments done with SQLite in section 3.4.6, we have
also compared HBase and Cassandra for a typical use case in bioinformatics
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to evaluate which is the higher-performing structured data storage system for
our use case.
The microbenchmark uses the SPROT part of UniProtKB. We measure the
time it takes to add this data to respectively HBase and Cassandra, and then
retrieve it. We use a parallel implementation where 8 compute nodes each
insert 18th of the data. The rows are prefixed with the node hostname, such
that these later can be retrieved by a process running on the node. We use
a replication factor of three, so most requests can be served locally. However,
there are still some remote data accesses.
Our results shows that for retrieves HBase and Cassandra have similar
performance (respectively 9.6 sec and 9 sec for 547085 entries). Cassandra
is however much faster than HBase for inserts (58 vs. 161 seconds). However,
although we could implement the GeStore operations in Cassandra, we prefer
HBase due to our experience with the Hadoop system, and the close integration with MapReduce. In addition, for GeStore retrieve performance is more
important than insert performance as discussed above.

3.5.2 Experiences using Hadoop
The Hadoop stack is vital for GeStore, here we describe our experiences in
using the Hadoop stack for GeStore, and other related projects in our lab.
HDFS is used for caching generated files, as well as files that do not have an
appropriate plugin. HBase is used for data, for file formats that have a plugin
and ZooKeeper is used to prevent multiple nodes from starting MapReduce
jobs at the same time.
Our experiences with the Hadoop stack is that the configuration is very
important for performance [77]. In addition, start-up times for MapReduce
jobs are significant for small tasks, so for smaller jobs it may be beneficial to
not start a MapReduce job. We have also observed that the Hadoop stack has
been able to withstand failure of nodes.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter we have described the GeStore approach to data management
for bioinformatics workflows.
We proposed an approach for efficient management of large-scale biological
reference databases. The approach is designed for production systems where
biological analysis workflows are periodically executed to analyze large-scale
datasets, often by updating existing analysis results with new meta-data. We
presented the design and implementation of the GeStore system, including
a framework for implementing plugins that enable transparent incremental
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updates. We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach and provided an
experimental evaluation of our system for reference database management
using a real metagenomics analysis workflow and real data. Our findings show
that large-scale biological reference databases can be efficiently maintained
using data-intensive computing systems, and that our approach can easily be
integrated with biological data analysis frameworks, replacing ad hoc solutions.
We have also characterized the performance and resource usage of reference
database management operations and provided insight into how GeStore can
be deployed on a production system. We have demonstrated how GeStore can
reduce execution time for updates in a real production pipeline. Finally, we
have discussed how GeStore can be used to reduce costs in one of our current
projects.

4
Integration
In this chapter, we describe three approaches that we have used to integrate
GeStore with three workflow managers in section 4.1, in order to demonstrate
that it is possible to utilize modern data management systems with legacy
workflow managers. In addition, we survey the literature in bioinformatics
to determine how widely used large-scale data management infrastructure
systems are in bioinformatics in section 4.2.

4.1

Workﬂow Manager Integration

For a data management system such as GeStore, the integration with workflow
managers is necessary to support legacy pipelines and tools. This integration
must be done without much overhead, and easily enough that it is feasible to
integrate the systems without a complete redesign of the either GeStore or the
workflow manager.
The FDDM model makes this integration simple. However, some parameters
and information are required from the pipeline to decide which type of file
to generate, the version of the file, if it should be incremental, and query
parameters.
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4.1.1 The three approaches
For integrating GeStore with workflow managers, we have utilized three distinct
approaches based around three workflow managers. We have used tool-based,
direct and file system integration. We believe that the three integration approaches are applicable to most legacy workflow systems in bioinformatics.
The file system integration uses the file system interface to GeStore, while the
tool-based and direct integration use the command-line interface.

Tool-based Integration
Galaxy [2] is probably the most popular pipeline manager for biological data
processing. Galaxy represents a big and complex pipeline manager with 165.000
lines of code. We have integrated GeStore with Galaxy by implementing a
Galaxy tool wrapper for GeStore. The tool wrapper executes a script that calls
GeStore to read files and write result files.
The user must add the GeStore tool to her pipeline, and specify parameters
including a unique pipeline-ID, the file ID, incremental file retrieval, and the
file type. In order to specify these parameters the user must know the GeStore
API, and understand the features and limitation of GeStore. We believe this
is too complicated for ordinary Galaxy users, but still useful for power users
that use Galaxy to specify and tune pipelines for large datasets or production
pipelines.
The approach is easy to implement, and does not require any changes to the
large Galaxy codebase. We implemented the GeStore tool using the tool API
provided by Galaxy. It is up to the user to specify the GeStore parameters. She
can therefore configure GeStore to introduce minimal overhead. We created
a new tool wrapper of 51 lines of XML, where GeStore was the tool being
wrapped. This tool could then be used in pipelines designed in Galaxy.
The main benefit of this approach is the clear separation between GeStore
and the pipeline manager, and hence no changes are required to the pipeline
manager. The main disadvantage is manual configuration of GeStore operations.
This approach is suited for complex pipeline managers where it is not possible,
or practical, to modify the code.

Direct Integration
We developed GeStore to provide incremental updates to script-based pipelines
such as META-pipe. META-pipe implements a custom pipeline manager called
GePan that executes the analysis tools in parallel on a compute cluster using
the Open Grid Engine (OGE) or Torque. GePan represents pipeline managers
written for a specific pipeline and a traditional HPC cluster. GePan generates
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shell scripts that choose reference databases and file format conversions based
on tools and biological domains specified by the user.
GePan describes an analysis pipeline as a set of shell scripts generated
from a set of parameters that specify the tools to run and their parameters. It
will generate two kinds of shell scripts: (i) a set of job scripts; and (ii) a job
submission script.
For each step in the pipeline, GePan will generate a script to run the specified
tool with the correct parameters. The job script will read a task-ID and job-ID
from the environment and pass it to the specified tool as appropriate. The job
script will also create directories and delete intermediate files.
The job submission script is a shell script that submits jobs to the job manager. The script consists of a series of commands to OGE that submits each tool
in the pipeline to the job manager with the appropriate dependencies.
GePan uses the command-line interface exported by GeStore. We have
modified the GePan script generation to replace file copy operations in the job
scripts with GeStore calls. GeStore method arguments are set at runtime. This
includes the pipeline ID, tool to execute, tool input data, and the reference
databases to use. GePan can also determine if the file retrieved is a reference
database, input data or intermediate data. In addition, GePan has information
about filters to use and other user-supplied parameters. GePan can specify
for which files GeStore should generate incremental versions, which files need
additional parameters for increment generation, and which files are regular
non-incremental files.
The integration requires very small modifications to the pipeline specification. The user must set a “-g” parameter in GePan to specify that GeStore
calls should replace file systems operations. In addition, the user may provide
a filter to generate a subset of reference database (for example for only one
biological taxon).
However, the development effort for the integration is high, since the developer needs to have extensive knowledge of how GeStore will be used in
different parts of the pipeline. All file accesses are from scripts generated by
GePan, hence GePan must be modified to replace these file accesses with GeStore calls. In total, we added about 300 lines of code to the 14.000 line GePan
codebase, but we did not modify any META-pipe tools.
GeStore incurs an overhead for small files (a few megabytes), for which the
time to generate incremental updates is larger than the reduction in execution
time. To avoid this overhead the pipeline manager can set a file size threshold
for files managed by GeStore.
The main advantage of this approach is that the incremental updates are
hidden from the user, and that GePan can directly use the full feature set
of GeStore. However, the integration requires more development time and a
detailed knowledge of the GePan pipeline manager. This integration approach is
therefore best suited for small, specialized pipeline mangers that the developer
knows in detail.
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Approach
Key-value
External tool
File system

CHAPTER

User effort
Low
High
Low

Developer effort
High
Low
Moderate

4

Missing features
Low
Low
High
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Performance
High
High
Medium

Table 4.1: Summary of integration approaches.

File System Integration
The Troilkatt system [22] is a system for batch processing pipeline tools that
analyze a large-scale compendium. Troilkatt represents specialized pipeline
managers designed for data-intensive computing. It manages the setup of tool
execution including the specification of input and meta-files for a tool and the
management of tool output files. A tool may read and write the files directly
from HDFS. Alternatively, if the file requires a POSIX file system interface,
Troilkatt automatically copies the files to and from a local file system before
and after tool execution. We designed Troilkatt to manage files in several file
systems. It therefore provides a common file system interface. The interface was
implemented for POSIX file systems and for HDFS. To integrate GeStore with
Troilkatt we chose to implement the file system interface for GeStore.
To use GeStore, the user sets a field in the pipeline configuration XML
file. The user does not need to have a detailed knowledge of GeStore nor
Troilkatt.
The required development effort is moderate. A detailed knowledge of
the internals of Troilkatt is not required to implement the interface. However,
the interface is complex and the documentation may be lacking. The implementation was 318 lines of code, alongside the existing HDFS and local file
system interfaces. These changes were restricted to a single new component,
where the HDFS calls were instead handled by the file system interface of
GeStore.
The main benefit of this approach is that it does not require changes to core
Troilkatt code. However, there are two disadvantages: (i) GeStore must infer
the required information for its parameters from file-, and pathnames. These
may not always have all required information, such as pipeline IDs, the type of
file, or the analysis tool to execute; and (ii) we must parse file pathnames to
automatically infer the file type and pipeline ID. If the information is ambiguous,
GeStore must use the non-incremental full-file format and can therefore not
provide the execution time reduction of incremental updates.
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Discussion

We have described the three main approaches to integration we have used.
These are summarized in table 4.1.
In tool-based integration, GeStore is added as a separate tool in a workflow
manager. This approach has several advantages: (i) it is very easy to implement;
(ii) it allows the end-user full control over the data management; and (iii) all
features of GeStore can be fully utilized. However, the main disadvantage is
that the user has to be familiar with GeStore, and has to insert calls to GeStore
between every tool of the pipeline that uses GeStore.
In direct integration, GeStore is used in the code for the workflow manager,
and replaces the file management of the workflow manager. This approach
allows GeStore to be used efficiently, since the workflow manager has full
knowledge of which features can be used at any time. It is also invisible
for the end user. The disadvantage of this is that it requires relatively deep
modifications to the source of the workflow manager.
The file system integration relies on the file system interface to GeStore. It is
relatively simple to implement, and is invisible to the end user. However, it relies
on hints from the file paths to enable features from GeStore. This means that
the level of features used can be adjusted gradually, where the initial integration
is relatively simple, while utilizing advanced features requires more effort. The
disadvantage to this approach is that either there must be changes in the
naming scheme for files used by the pipeline, or it will be difficult to fully
utilize GeStore’s features.

4.2

Use of Data-intensive Computing Systems in
Bioinformatics

We believe that data-intensive computing systems such as MapReduce are not
widely used in bioinformatics. To gauge the extent of use of data-intensive
computing systems in bioinformatics, we performed a literature review in BMC
Bioinformatics¹ including articles until November 2014.
To answer this question we count the number of articles mentioning MapReduce and Hadoop. The MapReduce design [97] was published in 2004, the
open-source Hadoop MapReduce project [97] was started in 2005, and Hadoop
became popular around 2008. Since then, an increasing number of articles
mention MapReduce and Hadoop each year; especially in the last two years
1. We also examined Genome Biology and the Web Server and Database special issues of
Nucleic Acids Research, but these journals have few infrastructure articles compared to
BMC Bioinformatics
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Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total

Hadoop
1
4
4
4
4
7
24

4
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MapReduce
1
7
7
8
15
14
52

Table 4.2: Number of articles per year for keywords MapReduce and Hadoop (many
articles are in both results). The year 2014 does not include articles published
in November and December.

(Table 4.2). The results indicate that data-intensive computing systems are
increasingly being used for biological data processing.

Use of Speciﬁc Systems in Bioinformatics
In this section, we examine papers describing specific data-intensive computing
systems. We want to find the systems that are used for biological data processing,
and what the systems are used for. We search for specific keywords and manually
filter the returned results to exclude papers that do not describe the system.
We set Include to All article types, since the number of Software papers is low
for some searches.
We first searched for “Hadoop” since it is the most widely used dataintensive computing platform. The search returned 24 papers. Of these, the
software in 14 papers use systems in the Hadoop stack, three articles describe
virtual machine images or provisioning systems that include Hadoop, the
remaining only mention Hadoop in related work. The Hadoop systems are
used for search, integrated analysis, data integration, machine learning, and
distributed analysis of different data types
We also searched for the Hadoop alternative Azure [67]. There are six
articles discussing Azure, of which the software in two use Azure in combination
with MapReduce, two articles propose to use Azure for processing and storage,
one describes a virtual machine provisioning systems, and one is a review
article.
We then searched for names of the data-intensive computing systems
described in section 2. For MapReduce we found 54 articles. We refined the
MapReduce search by limiting the search to Title+Abstract+Text in order to
remove articles that just mention MapReduce in the citations. Of the remaining
27 articles, 12 describe software that use Hadoop MapReduce and three that
use the MapReduce programming model. Most of these articles are also in
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the Hadoop search results (discussed above). We found four HBase articles; of
which two [98, 99] describe software that uses HBase as a storage backend
for sequencing data (the remaining two mention HBase in related work). We
found two Spark papers. One described how they used Spark to implement
distributed processing of next-generation sequencing data [100]. Cassandra,
Hive, and Mahout are not used by software in any articles, but are discussed in
the related work in two articles. We did not find Impala in any articles.
We also searched for the Pig [101], Cascading [102], Drill [92], and Storm
[103] systems, but these return many false positives. We therefore refined the
search to: “Pig Apache”, “Cascading SQL”, “Drill Apache”, and “Storm Apache”.
Pig and Cascading where both discussed in the related work in two articles.
We did not find any articles for Drill and Storm.
The above results show that MapReduce is the most popular system for
data-intensive biological data processing, and that most MapReduce tool implementations use the Hadoop stack. We also found a few articles where HBase
and Spark were used. MapReduce, Spark, and HBase are all core systems. We
did not find any Bioinformatics articles that described tools that use higher-level
systems. This may suggest that the services and abstractions provided by these
are not well suited for biological data. The systems that were not mentioned
in any articles (Impala [104], Drill, and Storm) are all recently developed, and
may therefore have been unstable when the tools were implemented.

Updates to the Review
Since our literature review was done in 2014, we have attempted to update the
results with more recent articles.
At the time of writing, we find 7 new papers when searching for Hadoop
in BMC Bioinformatics, 8 new papers for MapReduce, two additional papers
for Spark, two additional papers for HBase and no additional articles for the
other terms used.
Of the 13 unique articles found, 5 use MapReduce, Spark, HDFS, or HBase.
4 are compatible with Hadoop or the MapReduce paradigm. 2 mention MapReduce or Hadoop as related work, and 2 mention MapReduce or Hadoop as
future work.
These results are not fully compatible with the results in the literature
review, due to changes to the search algorithm used in BMC Bioinformatics,
resulting in differences in the number of articles found when searching for the
terms used in the review.
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4.2.1 Discussion
Our literature review shows that big data management systems are not yet
widely used in bioinformatics, but the trend seems to be towards increased
adaption.
It should be noted that since the review was done, new papers have appeared
such as ADAM [3] and the deep analysis pipeline described in [4], but these
were published at primarily computer science conferences.

4.3

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have demonstrated three approaches for integrating dataintensive computing systems with legacy bioinformatics workflow managers
and pipelines. We have shown the tradeoffs involved in the different approaches.
Despite the relative ease of this integration, our literature review shows
that large-scale data management and processing systems are not widely used
in bioinformatics. We do however observe a trend towards more adaption. This
indicates that there is a need for data management and processing systems in
bioinformatics.

5
Conclusions
The current data growth in biology has large ramifications for data management
in bioinformatics.
This thesis demonstrates that a data management approach based on the
file-based distributed data materialization model can be leveraged by existing
bioinformatics pipelines to reduce runtime, keep results up to date and maintain
repeatability.
Through our analysis of META-pipe in chapter 2, we show that the execution
time of a large fraction of the tools used in bioinformatics pipelines can be
reduced by reducing the amount of data processed. This means that a system
that can reduce the amount of data used by these tools can also reduce the
runtime of the pipeline. Our analysis of the GeStore implementation of the
FDDM in chapter 3, shows that this model can be used to generate reference
databases quickly, and that we can reduce the amount of data generated for
the tools used in pipelines. Our integration of GeStore with three classes of
workflow managers, described in chapter 4, demonstrates that the GeStore
implementation of the FDDM can be used by several existing bioinformatics
pipelines.
Combined, these results show that the FDDM approach can be leveraged to
increase the performance and reduce the cost, of running pipelines, in particular
when updating experimental results.
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Lessons Learned

Through the design of the FDDM, and the implementation of the FDDM in
the GeStore system, some key lessons have been learned which we believe are
applicable more generally.
Integration is a key factor in the performance and usability of middleware
systems such as GeStore. We have explored multiple approaches to the integration, and found several feasible approaches, which have different tradeoffs
in terms of user effort, integration effort, and richness of features that can be
used by the workflow manager. If tools are difficult to use, they will not be
used by users, and if they are too difficult to integrate against, they will not
be used by pipeline creators.
Performance is one of the key reasons to adopt a system such as GeStore.
We have found that many tools in bioinformatics pipelines have computational requirements that scale with data size, enabling us to increase performance drastically by reducing the volume data. Performance is important since
the demands of researchers and customers include performance, there is not
much demand for an analysis service that completes analysis in months and
years.
Cost reduction is the most significant motivator of this work, although closely
related to performance. The reduction in cost is for some cases directly related
to number of CPU hours used in analysis, since the number of CPU hours used
determines how many machines are needed and for how long. Since GeStore is
able to reduce the number of CPU hours used, the cost is also similarly reduced.
Cost is a significant limitation of many projects in bioinformatics in terms of
the cost of hardware, software and VMs as well as the human cost in terms of
support, and manual maintenance of data.

5.2

Availability

GeStore is open-source, and available at https://github.com/edvardpedersen/
GeStore. Also available at the same website is a user guide, as well as a preview
VM for easy setup.
META-pipe is open-source, and available at https://github.com/emrobe/
META-pipe. In addition, the service is available at https://galaxy-uit.bioinfo.
no (note that a FEIDE user account is required to access the service).

6
Future Work
In this chapter, we outline future work.

6.1

GeStore Improvements

GeStore improvements include investigating more easy to use query opportunities, such as extending the regular expression queries with an integration step
to the workflow manager that rewrites simpler queries to GeStore-compatible
queries, so that it is simpler to write queries for the end-user.
Another feature which is needed to support additional tools would be
plugins for additional file formats. One specific area of improvement is to
implement an improved plugin for the file format used to store hidden markov
models (HMM) used by many analysis tools, such as InterProScan, so that
small changes are marked as insignificant. The HMM data consists of an array
of floating point numbers, and even small changes in the data used to generate
the HMM can lead to small changes in a large number of entries in the reference
database. These changes are currently marked as significant, even if the results
are not impacted by the changes.
There are several areas for optimizing the performance of GeStore. We
may better tune HBase, HDFS and MapReduce parameters. For example by
relaxing the rules for updating the write-ahead log in HBase, which is a tradeoff
between performance and fault tolerance. Since we work from assumptions
that adding large reference databases to GeStore will be a relatively infrequent
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background job, we have not investigated the optimization opportunities for
that stage of GeStore in great depth.
Recent pipelines such as ADAM [3] and META-pipe 2.0 use Spark for data
processing. For GeStore, Spark may provide better performance for small files
by reducing startup time, but requires changes to the code related to retrieval
and addition of data.

6.2

Deployment Challenges and Opportunities

The marine reference database described in section 3.4.8 is a project that
requires a GeStore-like approach for frequent updates. Current estimates are
that 4.32 million CPU hours are needed for the initial release. For subsequent
releases, using incremental updates will significantly reduce costs for each
update. We therefore plan to use the FDDM approach to handle this use
case.
Other workflow managers and pipelines such as ADAM [3] and Taverna
[8] are possible future integration targets for GeStore. They do not currently
solve the problem which GeStore is designed to solve; increasing performance
by reducing data volumes processed by tools. It would be of particular interest
to examine additional modern workflow managers that use large-scale data
intensive frameworks such as Spark and HDFS to store and process data for
tools without using the local file system. For these we can reduce overhead by
reducing the reliance on local files.

6.3

Quality Control and Error Detection

Error detection and quality control is vital to avoid producing erroneous results.
We have started to investigate quality and error detection within the data
management system, but we have not yet moved beyond early prototyping.
This approach is based on the idea of combining legacy tools such as FastQC
[50] with heuristics in a framework integrated with the data management
system to enable techniques such as sampling, and testing ranges of data. In
addition, we plan to combine automatic error detection with visualization
techniques to do quality control. The early results show that this type of error
detection has potential to be beneficial to users. By detecting errors as early as
possible, processing time can be saved by aborting the pipeline and informing
the user of the issues with the data set.
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